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Glorious anticipation  
 
 
 
 
 
Our bus had made the 250 mile journey in very good time and so there were still two hours 
before the match was due to start.  Fans from the two teams were wandering about and 
there were plenty of good humoured exchanges as we passed one another. 
 
Taking the opportunity for some light refreshment, a few of us got into conversation with a 
small group of the opposition’s supporters.  After one or two inevitably provocative 
comments we actually embarked upon a series of enthralling discussions about the strengths 
and weakness of the sides, past glories (and some embarrassing failures), along with some 
general chat. 
 
As time passed we became more focussed on the imminent event and we heard ourselves 
trying to anticipate special moments; the likelihood of star players putting in a stunning, 
match-winning display; imagining the trophy being lifted aloft; generally anticipating the 
glorious moments that we hoped would fuel a memorable experience.   
 
How, then, might we have felt if the glorious moments we were anticipating looked for all the 
world like disastrous moments?  Jesus’ friends listened as he spelt out the glorious moments 
he was anticipating.  But they came across as moments of highly-charged confrontation, of 
unjust arrest, of torture and execution.  And yet, somehow all this was being presented as a 
means to glory.  It didn’t seem to make sense. 
 
Up to that point most things had made sense.  People who were ill, were healed; people 
without hope, were given hope; people who had no one to believe in, believed in Jesus.  Surely 
these things were closer to being glorious than a series of gruesome experiences that ended 
with death on a cross. 
 
But there is something missing here.  The road to glory has to be anticipated in its entirety.  
Death was not the end.  Death led to resurrection – and, as such, victory over the one thing 
that no person other than Jesus could overcome.  And, because of that victory, we can have a 
glorious anticipation of both life with Jesus now and, beyond death, a resurrected life 
continuing with him. 
 
OK, it is a hard thing to get our minds around and, rather like my anticipating what would 
happen in the match yet to be played, our anticipation of what will happen as life unfolds 
now, let alone later, is not going to be entirely clear.  Frankly, we don’t know about it in 
anything other than general terms.  But of this I am sure: it will be glorious. 
 
(See Luke 22; 47-53 and Ephesians 1; 18) 
 
 
 


